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The effect of direct interactions between suspended particles on their diffusion coefficient is investigated
starting from the generalized Einstein relation. It is shown that an attractive potential added to the hard
core repulsion leads to a decrease of the diffusion coëfficiënt, whereas a repulsive term has the opposite
effect. Simple examples of attractive and repulsive potentials are considered in some detail. Using these
results the possibility to obtain information on the interaction potential between suspended particles from
their diffusion coefficient is discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the diffusion of interacting particles has
recently been the object of much theoretical1"14 and ex-
perimental15"22 work. The quantitative interpretation
of the experimental data has been confused by the fact
that even for the simple case of hard spheres a number
of different theoretical results have been given.

Basically two different theoretical approaches to the
problem can be distinguished. The first approach1"12

starts from a Smoluchowski equation for the Af-particle
probability distribution in configuration space. This
description must then be reduced to a closed equation
for the one-body distribution function which displays
the diffusion coefficient explicitly. The second,13 much
simpler, approach is based upon an extension of the
Einstein argument,23 '24 relating mobility and diffusion,
to the case of interacting particles. The problem that
then remains is the calculation of the density depen-
dence of the mobility and the osmotic compressibility.
Recently, Felderhof14 has shown by explicit calculation
that the results obtained from the Smoluchowski equation
are in complete agreement with the ones obtained by
Batchelor from the generalized Einstein approach.
Felderhof also indicated why previous authors failed
to find this agreement.

In this paper we discuss the influence of static inter-
actions between the suspended particles on their diffu-
sion coefficient starting from the generalized Einstein
relation. We first give a simple derivation of this
fundamental relation and present the density dependence
of the mobility and the osmotic compressibility. These
results then allow us to consider the density dependence
of the diffusion coefficient for a given interaction poten-
tial between the particles. General conclusions are
drawn for the case that the potential comprises in addi-
tion to a hard core part a (purely) attractive or (purely)
repulsive part. Specific examples of such potentials
are considered in some detail. Based upon these re-
sults, we discuss the possibility to obtain information
on the interaction potential between suspended particles
from the density dependence of their diffusion coef-
ficient.

II. DIFFUSION MOBILITY AND OSMOTIC
COMPRESSIBILITY

Consider a system of suspended particles with number
density n. Local differences of this density will be
smoothed out by the process of diffusion. This tendency
can be described by a current density j which is pro-
portional to gradw,

j=-£>gradw. (1)

Einstein23'24 has shown that the diffusion coefficient D
in Eq. (1) can be written

(2)D=b(-^

where b is the mobility of the suspended particles and
u is their osmotic pressure. Since Eq. (2) is of funda-
mental importance in the further discussion we briefly
sketch its derivation following Einstein's argument.
Consider a cylindrical vessel filled with a suspension
in thermal and mechanical equilibrium, in which diffu-
sion of particles takes place as the result of a concen-
tration gradient along the (horizontal) Z axis (see Fig.
1). The thermodynamic driving force for this diffu-
sion process is the osmotic pressure gradient along
the Z axis. Thus, for instance, the suspended par-
ticles enclosed between the vertical sections S and S'
of the vessel at the positions z and z + dz are subject
to a force in the Z direction given by

[ n ( z ) - n (z+dz)] A,

where A is the area of the cross section of the vessel.
Thus, we obtain for the thermodynamic force per sus-
pended particle measured along the Z axis

(3)ƒ•_ _ _ " i " i
n dz n \dn /Tip

S'
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FIG. 1. Diffusion of Brownian particles in a cylindrical vessel
under influence of an osmotic pressure gradient along the hori-
zontal Z axis.
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As a result of this force the particles acquire an aver-
age velocity with respect to a volume fixed frame of
reference

where b is the mobility.
j thus reads

(4)

The resulting current density

(5)

Comparing this result with expression (1) for the cur-
rent density one is led to the Einstein relation (2).

Note that in the derivation the thermodynamic force
is treated as if it were an external force acting on the
suspended particles, whereas it is clear that its origin
is of a statistical nature. Therefore, Eq. (4) is to be
understood as a thermodynamic result valid on macro-
scopic time and length scales. On such scales On-
sager's assumption25 is valid and states that a system
cannot distinguish between external and thermodynamic
forces. It should also be noted that, since ô represents
the mobility with respect to a volume fixed frame of
reference, Eq. (2) is an expression for the diffusion
coefficient in this same frame of reference.

At infinite dilution where all interactions between the
particles can be neglected the osmotic pressure is given
by the Van't Hoff equation

and for spherical particles the mobility reduces to the
Stokes expression

b= bü= l/67T7)ß.

Here a is the hydrodynamic radius of the suspended par-
ticles and j] is the shear viscosity of the suspending
medium. Substituting the above expressions in Eq. (2)
one obtains the famous Stokes-Einstein expression for
the diffusion coefficient

D0 = fer/67TTja. (6)

In general, however, there will be both static and
hydrodynamic interactions between the particles affect-
ing the osmotic pressure and the mobility, respectively.
At low concentrations these effects can be taken into
account by expanding n and ô in a power series of the
concentration

&=(l/6ïï7ja)(l + X4> + - - - ) - (8)

Here B2 is the second osmotic virial coefficient and 0
is the volume fraction

(/>=§-7ra3w.

The results given in Eqs. (6) to (8) together with Eq.
(2) allow one to write the diffusion coefficient as

Here

with

(9)

(10)

(ID

The coefficient C can be obtained from the MacMillan-
Mayer26 '27 virial expansion for the osmotic pressure

(12)

where W12 (r) is the potential of mean force between the
suspended particles. The density dependence of the mo-
bility was first considered by Burgers28 and further
refined by Batchelor.29 From the latter work one ob-
tains

dr. (13)

The first three terms represent the effect of the motion
of the surrounding particles on the particle under con-
sideration. The last term takes into account the effect
of the motion of the particle under consideration in-
duced in itself by the presence of the other particles.
In Eq. (13), buA(r] is the mobility of a pair of sus-
pended particles separated by a distance r along the
line connecting their centers and baB(r) is the mobility
perpendicular to this line. Exact expressions for A(r)
and B(r) have been obtained by Stimson and Jeffery30

and Goldman, Cox, and Brenner, 31 respectively.

In deriving Eq. (13), the direct nonhydrodynamical
interactions have been accounted for in a statistical
sense in that they affect the pair correlation function.
The effect on the dynamics itself, calculated for the
case of one particle moving in a thermal ensemble of
surrounding particles by Phillies, 32 will not be con-
sidered here.

The results given in Eqs. (12) and (13) allow one to
calculate the density dependence of the diffusion coef-
ficient for a given potential.

III. EFFECTS OF DIRECT INTERACTIONS

A. General considerations

In the discussion of the effect of direct interactions
it is convenient to distinguish the contribution of the
hard core from the remaining interactions. This is
achieved by writing

(14)

where

for 0< rs2a,
WH S —12 ~^ 0 for r>2a.

Substituting Eq. (14) in (12), one obtains

C = CH S+C I N T ,

where

C H S =8

and

(15)

(16)
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r
leadsFrom Eq. (17) it is clear that an attractive M

to decrease of the osmotic compressibility whereas a
repulsive W\tT has the opposite effect. Similarly one
obtains for the mobility

where
,HS = -6.55

(18)

(19)

and

X INT =

(20a)

x [A(r) + 2B(r)-3] r^dr. (20b)

The result (19) was first obtained by Batchelor13 using
numerical values for A(r) and B(r) derived from the
exact expressions for these quantities. From these
values it also follows that [A(r) + 2B(r) - 3] is always
positive. Thus an attractive W'f7 leads to an increase
of the mobility whereas a repulsive Wl^T has the op-
posite effect. Physically this can be understood from
the fact that a pair of particles moving close to each
other drag one another, whereas in a volume fixed
frame of reference the effect of the backflow hinders
the motion of particles far away from one another.
Combining Eqs. (10) and (15)-(20), one obtains

where

*gs=1.45

(21)

(22)

and

**-+*ƒ: [-Œ-H
x[A(r) + 2B(r)-6] (23)

From the values for A and B compiled by Batchelor it
follows that [A(r) + 2B(r) - 6] is always negative. This
implies that a purely attractive W™"1 leads to a decrease
of the diffusion coefficient whereas a purely repulsive
W 'f7 has the opposite effect. Thus we find that the
diffusion coefficient follows the behavior of the osmotic
compressibility. In fact, it can even be shown that in
these cases;

N T | < i | C I N T | .

This inequality is based upon the fact that

A(r) + 2B(r) - 3 < 3a/r (r> 2a),

(24)

(25)

which follows again from the values tabulated by Batche-
lor. Substituting Eq. (25) in Eq. (20b), it immediately
follows that

Thus

- .INT

V I N T | < 3
1< J C

we clearly

3 ƒ
CO

e>

*
Wl2

/feT )-'
have

exp^
-Wi

kT
l)- 1 r • -

r dr.

r— dr

which completes the proof of Eq. (24). One notes that
no similar general conclusions can be obtained for po-
tentials with both attractive and repulsive contributions

B. Attractive and repulsive potentials

A very simple model to take into account the effect
of attractive forces has been proposed by Batchelor.29

In this model, the effect of attractive forces is simu-
lated by an excess number a<p of nearly touching par-
ticles. This means that the pair correlation function
to lowest order in the density g^)(r) is given by

(26)

in Eqs. (7), (20a),

£(0> W = £"(?> W +

Substitution of ^Q, = exp(-
and (23) yields

p Z N T _
O ~ Cl j

X I N T = 0. 5a-0.06a = C

(27a)

(27b)

(27c)

In Eq. (27b) we have written explicitly the contribution
0. 5of arising from the direct hydrodynamic effect of sur-
rounding particles on the particles under consideration,
and the induction contribution - 0.06a. Note that the
latter contribution is small so that one may generally
approximate X I N T by only its direct contribution [com-
pare with Eq. (20a)]

X I N T = r dr. (28)

This approximate expression of X INT allows consider-
able simplification in analytic calculations and we will
henceforth use it. The error is maximal for short
range potentials, such as the one considered here,
and is then of the order of 10%. From Eq. (27c) note
that in agreement with the general conclusions reached
in Sec. III. A, the diffusion coefficient decreases for
increasing a. In particular, for a=*3, the effect of
the attractive interactions cancels the effect of the
hard core and the Stokes-Einstein value D0 for the dif-
fusion coefficient is recovered.

A more detailed model for attractive interactions
that still can be handled easily is the square well model

» for 0<rs 2a,

-ykT for 2a< r< 2a(l+x),

0 for 2a(l+*)<r.

(29)

For this model potential the attractive contribution to
the osmotic compressibility is of the form

C I N T =-8(e s ' - l ) [ ( l+Ar) 3 - l ] . (30)
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From Eqs. (28) and (29), one obtains for \INT,

- l)[(l+*)2-l] . (31)XINT=

Combining Eqs. (30) and (31), one finds for the coeffi-
cient 4NT,

- I]. (32)

Results (30)-(32) are in agreement with those obtained
by Altenberger. 4 However, the hard sphere contribu-
tion in the latter paper is accounted for incompletely.
Note that CINT and X INT, and consequently K1

D
1*T, have

the same dependence on the well depth ykT. Thus the
ratio of any two of these quantities depends only on the
range of the potential 2ax. For short range potentials
x«l, the ratio |X INT/C INT | is close to its maximal
value | [compare with Eq. (24)]. For increasing range
of the potential this ratio decreases and it thus gives
an indication of the range of the potential.

As the counterpart of the simple a model for attrac-
tive interactions, we simulate the effect of repulsive
interactions by introducing an effective hard sphere
diameter 2a(l + 13) with j3 > 0. One then obtains

C1 N T=8[(l+/3)3- l] ,

A I N T = - 6 [ ( l + / 3 ) 2 - l ] ,

and thus

(33)

(34)

(35)

is the same here asNote that the ratio I \INT/CINT I
for the square well potential.

As a more realistic example for a repulsive potential
we consider a shielded Coulomb potential. More spe-
cifically we study the case of charged particles sur-
rounded by a thin double layer, i. e. , the Debye length £
is much smaller than the radius of the particle. The
shielded Coulomb potential can then be written33

Wn(r) = AkTln{l + exp[-(r-2a)/£,}} (r^ 2a), (36)

where A > 0 is a strength factor which is related to the
surface charge or surface potential of the particle.
Substituting Eq. (36)inEqs. (17)and(28), one obtains in
principle the dependence of the diffusion coefficient
on A and £. However, it is possible to obtain conve-
nient approximate analytic expressions by suitably ex-
ploiting the short range character of the repulsive inter-
action (36). Indeed the quantity

(37)

is only appreciably different from zero for r close to
2«. This allows us to approximate Eqs. (17) and (28)
by

and

The remaining quantity

can be effectively interpreted as an increase of the hard
core diameter from 2a to 2a + 5. When A is large the
value of 6 can be approximately written (see Appendix)

6 =* | (laA + C), (40)

where C denotes Euler's constant

C = 0 . 5 7 7 2 - - - .

Expression (40) can be given a simple physical meaning
by noting that

Wl2(2a + feT e~°= 0. 56UT. (41)

Thus the effective diameter equals the actual diameter
increased by the distance S for which the potential has
decreased to the value e'° kT. A similar interpretation
has been given by Onsager34 for the osmotic pressure
for the case of Coulomb interaction between two plane
double layers. Finally, conclude from Eq. (40) that
5 may be significantly larger than £.

IV. DISCUSSION

The diffusion coefficient depends on a combination of
the static and dynamic properties of the suspended par-
ticles, which both are influenced by the direct interac-
tions between these particles. The dependence on dy-
namic properties stems from the dependence on the
mobility which is difficult to evaluate experimentally.
Diffusion is a convenient alternative to obtain informa-
tion about the mobility given the value of the osmotic
compressibility. The combined knowledge of the mo-
bility and the osmotic compressibility allows a more
detailed knowledge of the interaction potential than each
of the individual quantities separately.
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APPENDIX

From Eq. (36) we find explicitly for ö,

(Al)

Introducing the new variable

(38) one finds from Eq. (Al),

(39)

(A2)

For large values of A, the integrand on the right-hand
side of Eq. (A2) can be approximated by (e~u - l)/u and
one obtains
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This leads immediately to

ö = * £ (W + C+ f e" —},\ JA u I
(A3)

where we introduced Euler's constant C, defined by

C= f ' (l-e-«) — - T e'" —
J0 M Jj M

For large values of A, the integral

(A4)= 0.5772-

A u

is small so that Eq. (A3) reduces to Eq. (40).
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